
WE'RE HAREC

HARECHAIN
HARE CHAIN - GREEN WORLD - HEALTHY LIFE



HAREC

 HAREC growing together with

society is considered a step forward

in both blockchain and payment

fields. First time integrated in 1 chain

 HAREC seeks limitless

development focusing on the core

and helping users more approaches

to the chain

 Scalability and connectivity are

considered HeraC's most

outstanding features besides speed

and low cost.
We don't have to waste time in every transaction





ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
ACTIVITIES

" HARE CHAIN - green ecosystem - optimal
speed - low transaction fees"



HARE CHAIN - GREEN WORLD - HEALTHY LIFE

All that Hare Chain is aiming for is not simply a mere Crypto ecosystem, but
also a broader and larger development.

Towards a clean and beautiful world, a good living environment.
with meaningful activities together with the three-blooded development team

The mission of HARE CHAIN   is that the world is covered with green, forests
are reconstructed and developed

The island's clean water ensures the world sustains life. people themselves
and the surrounding animals and plants are comfortable to experience.

Not just fancy words. Team HARE CHAIN   has conducted volunteer activities
in several parts of the world. And this activity will be maintained regularly
Be a pioneer , a pioneer . Join us and create a better world

HARE CHAIN   - green ecosystem - optimal speed - low transaction fees



HAREC



ROADMAPS

Website construction

Tokenomics, Token
Metrics

Build a global
Telegram community
in English, Chinese,
Vietnamese

Do environmental
protection events

Connecting KOLs &
Big Partners.

Presale on Pinksale.

Listing Pancakeswap.

Advertise Poocoin /
Week

Reach 3000 members

TelegramGLB reaches
10000 Members

Listed on CMC and
CGK.

Market release

Reach 6000 holders

Updated website to
add BNB rewards app
for uploading eco-
friendly images.

Continue the
campaign to protect
the environment
throughout
Southeast Asia and
Africa

Advertise on major
platforms like
Facebook, Google

CEX Gate, Kucoin,
Huobi, Binance...

Update to improve

Reach 15000 Holders

Update website

Ama and Binance



PRESALE
60.5%

LIQUIDITY
34.4%

Lock
5.1%

TOKENOMICS



SOCIAL MEDIA
https://t.me/HareChainEN

https://t.me/HareChainCN

https://t.me/HareChainVietnam

https://twitter.com/HareChain

https://harechain.net/


